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(Communicated by Andrew Bruckner)

Abstract. It is well known that there are sequences that are summable by every

Cesaro method Cr (r > 0) but are not summable by any Euler method Ep

(0 < p < 1 ). It is proved here that on the other hand there are sequences that

are summable by every Euler method Ep (0 < p < 1 ) but are not summable

by any Cesaro method.

1

We consider the regular Cesàro methods Cr (r > 0) and the regular Euler
methods Ep (0 < p < 1), where the latter is defined as in [5]; that is, the

Tip-transform of any sequence {xk} is given by {t„(p)} where

(1) Í«(P) = ¿ (£)/>*(!-P)"-*x*       (« = 0,1,...).

Let (Cr) and (Ep) denote the summability fields of Cr and Ep respectively.

It is well known that

(Ep)çt(Cr)    and    (Cr)£(Ep),       0<p<l,r>0

(see, for instance, [5, Satz 64.V]). It is also well known that if 0 < p < 1 and
r>0,

mn  [J (Eq) = mn(Ep)cmn(Cr) = mn\J(Cs),
0<9<1 i>0

where m is the set of all bounded sequences. Further, it is known that

f|(CV)¿   U (Ep);
r>0 0<p<l

that is, there exist sequences x that are summable by every Cesàro method Cr
(r > 0) but not by any Euler method Ep [2, p. 251; 1, p. 213]. Such a sequence
x can be made to satisfy certain additional conditions too, like being bounded,
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or unbounded, or that the series J2an = Y,(xn - x„-x) have gaps of a certain

type (see [3]). But the question whether

p| (£p) c (Cr)    for some r > 0

0<p<l

seems to have remained open. The object of the present paper is to prove that
the answer to the question is in the negative. In fact, we prove rather more.

Theorem, (a) There exist sequences that are Ep-summable for every 0 < p < 1

but are not summable by any Cesàro method; that is,

H (Ep)£\J(Cr).
0<p<l r>0

(b) There exists a sequence {V^} of row-finite regular matrix methods such

that
(VW) t (J(Cr)    and    (V^)c(VW)c---C   f| (Ep).

r>0 0<p<l

Proof, (a) Let the sequence {x„} be defined by

k

(2) *jfc = (-l)*X>[fc],       (¿ = 0,1,...)
r=0

where [k]r := k(k - 1) • • • (k - r + I) {r factors} (and is interpreted as 0 when

r = 0 or k < r) and where {cr} is some fixed sequence of positive numbers

which satisfy a certain condition to be imposed later. For 0 < p < 1, we have

for each « = 0,1,...,

'»W =  E (l)pk(l -7>)"-*(-l)*£iV[fc]r

(3) = ¿cr¿ ("V(l -p)»-k(-l)k[k]r

k=0      k=r V   '

= ^T^{^)pk(l-pr-k(-l)k\k]T

r=0      k=0

since [k]r = 0 for k < r. Now

W Ê (k)pk{l -Pî"~kxk = lPX + (l -P)]n-
k=0 ^   ^

Differentiating each side of this expression r times (with respect to x) and
then putting x = -1, we see that the inner sum in (3) is equal to

(-l)r[n]rpr(l-2p)"-r.

Hence
n n

(5) in(/j) = £cr(-ir[«]r/Jr(l-2/;)''-f = 5]cranr(p),     say.

r=0 r=0
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Now let {ar} , {br} be (fixed) sequences of positive numbers decreasing to 0,

with flo < 1/2, and let £¿v < oo. We note that for a given r, anr(p) -» 0

as b-»oo, uniformly for p in any closed interval contained in (0,1). It is

bounded for any fixed n ; hence it is bounded for all « , uniformly in p for p

in any such interval. Hence we can choose {cr} so that for each r,

Cr\anr(p)\ < br       (ar < p < 1 - ar,   for all «).

Now consider an arbitrary fixed value of p, with 0 < p < 1, and let e > 0 be

arbitrarily given. Since ar-»0,we see that p £[ar, 1 -ar] for sufficiently large

r. Choose 7? large enough for this to hold for all r > R such that, further,

Y^tZr br < e. Then for all «,

oo

(6) £t>|a„r(/>)|<e.
r=R

But, for fixed r and p, we have a„r(p) -* 0 as n —► oo ; so, having fixed R,

we have
Ä-i

y^ cr\anr(p)\ < e    for all « sufficiently large.

Then it follows from (5) and (6) that i„(p) -» 0 as «-»oo. Thus the sequence

x = {x„} is summable by the method Tip, for arbitrary p e (0, 1) ; that is,

xe(\xP<x(Ep)-
On the other hand, for each fixed positive integer r,

1**1 > cr[k]r = crk(k - 1) • • • (k - r + 1) > (l/2)crkr

if k is sufficiently large. Hence {x„} does not satisfy the conditions of the
limitation theorem for summability by the Cesàro method Cr [1, pp. 101-102;

5, p. 104]. Since this is true for every positive integer r, the sequence {x„} is

not summable by Cr for any real value of r > 0. This proves part (a) of the
theorem.

(b) We note that all of the above remains valid if, for each r > 0, we replace

cr by any smaller positive number c'r. Hence, if we define the sequences x'm'

(m = 1,2,...) by setting

4m) = ("!)*£* (y^) [k]r      (k = 0, 1,...),
r=0

then *("•) £ C\o<P<i(Ep), but *0«> £ \Jr>0(Cr)  (m = 1, 2,...).

Now let y - {yk} = axxw H-h asX(í) be an arbitrary given linear combi-

nation of the sequences x(1), x(2), ... , where not all the a, are zero. Then for
each k = 0, I, ...,

(7) 3>* = (-l)*£cW¿-^] =(-l)kJ2cr[k]rA(r)
r=0 \j=l J ) r=0

where ^(x) = £/„, xaj/(x + j) (x > 0). Now every (nonnegative) solution of

the equation A(x) — 0 is a solution of the equation P(x) - 0, where P(x) =

Tfj=x x&j Ili<,<i, iftj(x+i) ■ If the polynomial P(x) were identically zero, then
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P(—j) = 0 and hence a¡ — 0 for 1 < j < s, contrary to the assumption about
the numbers a¡. Hence P(x) has only a finite number of zeros, so there exists
a positive integer N such that P(x), and therefore also A(x), is nonzero and
of constant sign in the interval [N, oo). From the equation (7), we have for
each k > N,

N-l k

?* = (-!)*£ cr[k]rA(r) + (-l)k £ cr[k]rA(r) = Sk + Tk     (say).

r=0 r=N

Then Sk is the sum of N terms, each of which is 0(kN~x) as k —► oo, and

hence Sk = 0(kN~x). On the other hand, since A(r) is nonzero and has
constant sign for all r > N (and since cr > 0 for all r), we see that

\Tk\>cN[k]N\A(N)\ = cNk(k-l)(k-2)--.(k-N+l)\A(N)\

> (l/2)cN\A(N)\kN    for all sufficiently large k.

Hence Tk ¿ 0(kN~x) as k -» oo. Since Sk = 0(kN~x), it follows that yk =

Sk + Tk ^ 0(1). That is, no nontrivial linear combination of the sequences
x(1), x(2), ... yields a bounded sequence. It follows then from Theorem 3

of [4] that for each m > 1 there exists a regular row-finite matrix method
y(m) whose summability field is the smallest sequence space containing c (the

convergent sequences) and the sequences x(1), x^2', ..., x'm). Then we have

(^(1)) t (Jr>o(Cr) and (VW) c (W) c • •• C no<P<i(^) • This completes
the proof of the theorem.
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